
 

Rapido Sets - Advanced 

 

Hello, 

the way to handle your day to day resource sharing tasks In Rapido is done via the Rapido 

Sets. Creating Rapido sets is an easy process, per operator and based on the selection of 

existing criteria in your existing borrowing and lending requests. As you can see by the 

number next to each set, each set has a clear indication of the number of requests meeting 

the criteria.  

But you can also create sets for criteria that does not yet exist. In this session you will learn 

how to create sets for future use - with no current matching requests. You will also learn 

how to create sets that the staff cannot modify or remove. 

To create a set based on non-existent criteria,   

choose lending or borrowing requests – for this example we'll choose borrowing and then All 

active Borrowing requests. Within the facets area switch the include Zero Values toggle to 

enable. Now, all facets, including facets with zero value – like some of these statuses, are 

displayed, and not just those with data originated from existing requests.  

Note – that this applies on basic facets that the system knows, such as request status, dates 

and request formats, but not on facets that haven't been added to the system yet like labels 

or notes. 

So, let's create a set for requests that were cancelled by partner. Under status choose 

Cancelled by partner- and apply. As you can see, under this filter, no requests were found. 

Let's Save it as a New Set. 

Give it a name, Description if you like, choose a group – I'll put it under New, make it private, 

and Save. You can see that the Set has been created successfully. And when you- go to the 

sets again, here is the new set we've just created. You can see that the number of requests is 

zero since there is no requests that currently matches the selected criteria. 

You may want some of the sets you're creating to be permanently active for your library 

staff. So, when creating the set, this time let's create a lending set, for old requests, after 

entering the set's information, set it as public, and check the permanently active for all users 

checkbox. And Save. Now, the set will be available for the staff, but within the manage sets 

page, the staff won't be able to disable it.  

Note: that the Permanently Active for All Users checkbox will only be available for 

Fulfillment Administrator or Manager roles. 

And now you know how to create sets based on non-existent criteria, and how to create sets 

that the staff won't be able to disable. 

 

Thanks for watching! 


